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Abstract. During the presentation we will discuss a reconstruction of a topological
structure of a generalized spacetime from a corresponding Crane-Christensen causal
site via framework theory.

A causal site, introduced by Crane and Christensen in [4], is a pointless mathematical
structure, given by a set S of regions with two binary relations v, ≺, where (S, v) is a
partial order having the binary suprema t and the least element ⊥ ∈ S, and (S, ≺) is
a strict partial order (i.e. antireflexive and transitive), linked together by the following
axioms:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

∀A, B, C ∈ S, B v A and A ≺ C implies B ≺ C.
∀A, B, C ∈ S, B v A and C ≺ A implies C ≺ B.
∀A, B, C ∈ S, A ≺ C and B ≺ C implies A t B ≺ C.
∀A, B ∈ S, there exits BA ∈ S, called cutting of A by B, such that
a) BA ≺ A and BA v B;
b) If C ∈ S, C ≺ A and C v B then C v BA .

These axioms are schematically illustrated by the picture, which is for simplicity
base on the causality structure of the Minkowski spacetime:

Figure 1. Crane-Christensen causal site.

The causal sites are natural generalization of causal sets, introduced and studied
by R. Sorkin [11] and their study is motivated especially by the latest research in
quantum gravity. The causal sites capture well the causality relationships in most
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models (including discrete models) of the spacetime, but the reconstruction of the
topology of the spacetime from causality sites is a difficult open problem.
We will discuss the possibility of the reconstruction of the topological structure of
the space time via the framework theory, recently developed by the author (elements
of the framework theory had been discussed during the author’s oral communication
at the last Mathematical Workshop ’05). Recall that a framework is a pair of sets
(P, π), where π ⊆ 2P . The elements of P are called places, the family π contains
sets of those places which are “glued” together by possible presence of some physical
object (e.g. a particle in some model of the reality) or simply by possible presence of
a “virtual observer”. Elements of π are also called abstract points. Finite frameworks
may be very illustratively represented by the pin-stripe model, where stripes represent
the places and pins stand for the abstract points:

Figure 2. The pin-stripe model.

The framework structure allows very flexible modeling of various topological relationships and a natural duality construction allows to switch easily between the pointless and the traditional point-set approach to the reality. The concept of a framework
has some common background with FCA, formal concept analysis, which was founded
by B. Ganter and R. Wille, now a successful theory widely applied in data analysis and artificial inteligence. Thus it bridges three relatively independent branches of
the science: topology, computer science and theoretical physics and promises some
foundation for more close cooperation of these scientific disciplines.
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